curated by architects aljoša dekleva and tina gregorič (http://dekleva-gregoric.com/), the slovenian pavilion at the venice architecture biennale (https://www.designboom.com/tag/venice-architecture-biennale-2016/) features a latticed library that examines the role of the 'home' in the year 2016. presented by the museum of architecture and design (MAO) (http://www.mao.si/), 'home at arsenale' responds to the biennale’s ‘reporting from the front’ theme by addressing domestic topics as critical, social, and environmental issues.

dekleva gregoric architects (https://www.designboom.com/gregoric-architects/) (6 articles)


the project has been curated by architects aljoša dekleva and tina gregorič

the installation inhabits its arsenale location with a spatial structure containing a collection of domestic books and objects. the full-scale scheme, composed of wooden bookshelves, performs as both an elevated library and an abstract dwelling that encourages visitors to inhabit its latticed structure. the library challenges conventional private/public divides with a temporary public environment.
the latticed library examines the role of the ‘home’ in the year 2016

architects, artists, critics and curators from various backgrounds are participating with their selection of books addressing the prescribed notions of ‘home’ and ‘dwelling’. participants — including tatiana bilbao, pezo von ellenrighshausen, and konstantin grcic — are invited to become temporary residents of the installation for one hour to one day, hosting live events that question what defines a contemporary residence.
'Since the dawn of civilization, structures for dwelling have constructed the predominant part of our built environment, and have served to fulfill our most basic needs,' say curators Aljoša Dekleva and Tina Gregorič. 'Yet, they should aim beyond securing mere survival to provide the conditions necessary for a meaningful life.' After the biennale, the installation — and its 300 books — will relocate to the museum of architecture and design in Ljubljana, to be continually available for public use.
the abstract dwelling encourages visitors to inhabit its latticed structure

for more images, follow designboom on our dedicated instagram account @venice.architecture.biennale (https://www.instagram.com/venice.architecture.biennale/)
the library challenges conventional private/public divides
invited architects, artists, critics and curators from various backgrounds are participating.

live events will question what defines a contemporary residence.
the full-scale scheme is composed of wooden bookshelves
after the biennale, the installation will relocate to the museum of architecture and design in ljubljana
the spatial structure contains a collection of books with a domestic theme
project info:
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jan liesegang / raumlaborberlin, architect / germany
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marjetica potrč / artist and architect / slovenia / germany
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A diverse digital database that acts as a valuable guide in gaining insight and information about a product directly from the manufacturer, and serves as a rich reference point in developing a project or scheme.

architecture news

Designboom interviews mecanoo’s francine houben at the 2018 world architecture festival

During WAF 2018, designboom spoke with houben about both the milestone projects which debuted

Studio gang completes 'solar carving' glass curtain wall for new york office building

The project, currently under construction adjacent to the high line, is characterized by its gem-like façade.
this year as well as those which have yet to come.

#architecture interviews (https://www.designboom.com/tag/architecture-interviews/)
#mecanoo (https://www.designboom.com/tag/mecanoo/)

Eight Frank Lloyd Wright buildings nominated to UNESCO world heritage list (https://www.designboom.com/architecture/frank-lloyd-wright-unesco-world-heritage-list-eight-buildings-nominated-12-27-2018/)

#architecture (/architecture)
spanning 50 years of Wright's career, the projects include instantly recognizable structures such as Fallingwater and New York's Guggenheim Museum.

#architecture in the US (https://www.designboom.com/tag/architecture-in-the-us/)
#frank lloyd wright (https://www.designboom.com/tag/frank-lloyd-wright/)

Vo Trong Nghia Architects extends park space into its forested residential interior (https://www.designboom.com/architecture/vo-trong-nghia-stepping-park-house-vietnam-12-27-18/)

#architecture (/architecture)
the bucolic 'stepping park house' in Ho Chi Minh City has been realized as a living extension of its natural surroundings.

#architecture in vietnam (https://www.designboom.com/tag/architecture-in-vietnam/)
#residential architecture and interiors (https://www.designboom.com/tag/residential-architecture-interiors/)
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